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Metallic System Characteristics:
The FASTEST, EASIEST and TOUGHEST metallic system
on the market. (Return to service in 24 hrs.)
Has the appearance of “marble-like” and “chameleon”
color changing textures.
Easy to maintain, No waxing or upkeep needed!
Finishes multiple surfaces (Concrete, Wood, Tile)

Manufacturer of Polyaspartic Polyurea Floor Coatings

Project Spotlight: Boat Dealership

This boat dealership wanted create a custom look for their showroom with a
quick return to service. The solution was a custom Metallic PolyCuramine™ floor.

Metallic System

Pearlescent Metallic™ powder tints produce marbleized floor coatings
that contain pearlescent and iridescent accents with gleaming
finishes. These lustrous floor coatings are the newest solution for
commercial applications, retail environments and for many residential
customers looking to set their home apart from others.

Poly 1 HD or Poly 2 Ultra (Low Odor)
(optional Ultra Durability Plus additive)

PolyCuramine™ with Metallic Tint
BURNISHED GOLD

AMARETTO

CHERRY BOMB

Fast Cure Primer

GUNMETAL

COMPARE CITADEL POLYCURAMINE TO EPOXY

SILVER BULLET

COPPER POT

PolyCuramine™
Clear Base and Topcoat

PolyCuramine™ is an odor free, interior clear base,
which serves as the foundation of a multitude of
the Citadel finishing systems. It provides incredible
abrasion resistance and extreme chemical resistance.
This product combines key attributes from multiple
chemistries into one indestructible, self-leveling,
flexible, fast curing, high gloss coating system.

BRILLIANT BLUE

EARTH BROWN
PolyCuramine™ is Self-Leveling and Buildable,
and can be used to help “float out” and level
damaged floors that show the effects of spalling,
deterioration, shaling, etc. With rapid cure times of
6-12 hours, this coating can essentially “re-build’
a floor quickly with all the benefits of Polyurea
including flexibility, excellent adhesion and
abrasion resistance. The PolyCuramine does not
require sanding prior to re-coating which can help
keep installations on schedule without added labor.

PolyCuramine

Epoxy

Durability

20X Stronger Than
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Flexibility

98%

2%

Product Type

PolyCuramine

Epoxy

Vehicle Traffic

24 Hours

7 Days

Installation
Warranty
% of Solids
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